Optical biopsy using spectral camera in BCC and oral leukoplakia.
Basal cell carcinoma is one of the most common neoplasmatic diseases of the skin. Oral leukoplakia is precancerous stage. Early diagnosis of both diseases gives very good treatment results. Fluorescence spectroscopy is a new modality of diagnostics using excitation of absorbed PPIX in tumor. Spectroscopy is an objective method showing concentration and emission spectrum of protoporphyrin IX. In fluorescence spectroscopy with PPIX we used diode light 405 nm to induce fluorescence and observed significant emission peak at 630 nm. Fluorescence spectroscopy is based on searching of emission peaks of photosensitizer in areas of BCC and oral leukoplakia. In our study we used spectral camera measuring spectrum from pictures taken in different wavelengths between 570 nm and 650 nm. The pictures taken with this camera were compared with the pictures captured with Xillix Onco Life system. 20 patients with histopathologically confirmed BCC and 10 with oral leukoplakia were examinated with spectral camera and with Xillix Onco Life system 8h after local instillation of delta aminolevulinic acid. Our spectral camera made pictures with different filters for wavelength between 570 nm and 650 nm showing highest fluorescence intensity in 630 nm. Captured spectral lines were compared with NCV (numerical color value) from Xillix Onco Life. All of spectral lines taken from neoplasmatic tissues were compared with spectral lines taken from healthy tissues in symmetrical areas of body. Results were statistically processed. All of spectral lines taken from neoplasmatic tissues showed significant peak at 630 nm in the area of BCC and oral leukoplakia in all of the examinated patients. Spectral lines taken from healthy tissues were significantly different. There was no peak in 630 nm and fluorescence intensity was decreasing from 570 nm to 630 nm. Intensity of fluorescence in 630 nm was in high correlation with NCV from Xillix Onco Life.